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MET scanning group (subgroup of JET/MET group)
● Main purpose of MET scanning group is to studying the MET filters in order to evaluate their performances for spotting any 

malfunctioning in order to update/exclude them.
● MET filters are developed to filter out the events containing large fake MET (cleaning MET tails) coming from beam halos, ECAL and 

HCAL noises or due to a poor object (like muon or primary vertex) reconstruction and etc.
● We define two perpendicular phase spaces (Noise Free Region and Background Enriched Regions) to investigate how much a filter 

is good at not rejecting physical events and how much is good at rejecting unphysical events

Dataset: MET

Event Selection:
✓ At least 2 jets with Pt > 30 GeV
✓ PF MET > 300 GeV
✓ HT > 500 GeV (HT = Σjets pt; For jets 

with Pt > 30 GeV & |eta| < 2.4)

Clean Data/MC:
✓ Recommended MET filter and 

recommended Jet IDs are applied
✓ Data: events passed PF MET triggers:

  HLT_PFMET{X}_PFMHT{X}_IDTight
  X = 110, 120, 130, 140



Backup



MET filters

Beam Halo filters

HCAL filters:

- HBHE Noise filters
- HBHE Iso Noise filters

ECAL filters:

- ECAL Dead Cell Trigger Primitive (ECAL TP) filter
- EE Bad SC Noise filter
- ECAL Bad Calibration filter

Reconstruction filters:

- Bad PF Muon and Bad PF Muon Dz filters
- Primary Vertex filter



Analysis Strategy

The performances of the filters are studied w.r.t two properties of the filters:

● How much a filter is good at not rejecting physical events indicating its 
efficiency.

● How much a filter is good at rejecting unphysical events (Noise rejection 
fraction).

We define two perpendicular phase spaces to study these properties:

- Noise Free Region (NFR)
- Background Enriched Region (BER)



NFR

● The selection criteria for NFR is different for different datasets such as JetHT, 
SingleMuon, DoubleMuon, MC, …

● A common criteria for all NFR is that they are low MET events (MET < 100 GeV)
● For example in JetHT:

-  Number of Jets (with pt > 200 GeV) >= 2

-   Δφ > 2.9

-   0.8 < pt(j1) / pt(j2) < 1.2

-   PF MET < 100 GeV



BER

The selection criteria for BER depends on each filter [1]

Common criteria: There are high MET events (> 200 GeV)

For example for HBHENoise and HBHEIsoNoise filters:
● MET > 200 GeV
● Number of Jet (with pt > 200 GeV) == 1
● |Jet η| < 3.0
● Jet NHEF > 0.9
● Δφ (MET, Jet) > 3.0
● No additional Jet with pt > 25 GeV

[1]: https://gitlab.cern.ch/mmahdavi/metscanning/-/wikis/Background-Enriched-Region 

https://gitlab.cern.ch/mmahdavi/metscanning/-/wikis/Background-Enriched-Region


Data vs MC after cleaning fake MET contaminations

Cleaning fake MET contributions means:

- applying Jet IDs [1]
- applying the recommended MET filters [2]

[1]: https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/viewauth/CMS/JetID

[2]: https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/viewauth/CMS/MissingETOptionalFiltersRun2 

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/viewauth/CMS/JetID
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/viewauth/CMS/MissingETOptionalFiltersRun2


Data vs MC after cleaning fake MET contaminations

Cleaning fake MET contributions means:

- applying Jet IDs
- applying the recommended MET filters

Dataset used for Data is ”MET”

MC samples: Z → νν, W → lν, QCD, tt̄(→ 2l2ν, Semileptonic and 
Hadronic decays)



Event Selections

● Common selections
- At least 2 jets with Pt > 30 GeV
- PF MET > 300 GeV
- HT > 500 GeV (HT = Σjets pt; For jets with Pt > 30 GeV & |eta| < 2.4)

● Cleaned Data
- Jets must pass jet ID
- Passing recommended MET filters
- Passing at least one of the PF MET triggers:
   “HLT_PFMET{X}_PFMHT{X}_IDTight”,  X = 110, 120, 130, 140

● Cleaned MC
- Jets must pass jet ID
- Passing recommended MET filters



Data vs MC, Full Run 2 (PF MET)



Data vs MC, Full Run 2 (Leading Jet Phi)


